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Abstract. The maximum length of alR zero sequences in the codewords of a convolutional clde 
is presented as an index of the quality of a code. We give upper and lower bounds on the ma.+ 
mum length for conirolutional codes of constraint length ~2 and rate l/n. We show that the 
lower bound is m&z- 1) and present a constructive algorithm for generating codes of arbitrarily 
lotng constraint length which achieve this bound. 
Convolutional codes have become well established as effective error 
correcting codes for practical applications, bu,t it is only recently that 
their theoretical properties have begun to be understood. The structure 
of these codes is not nearly as well known as that: of block codes and 
there are not as yet many large constructive classes of convoPutiona1 
codes with prescribed structural prop -rtiet* ‘In thic paper we will discuss 
one property, consecutive zeros in convoKona1 codewords, and give a 
te,zhnique for constructing codes which minimizes the length1 of such 
sequances. 
We may characterize aconvolutional code in thk following mianner: 
Let gl (D), g@% “0) g&l) be polynomials of degree 5 m over a finite 
field GF(,?). These are the generator poly~o~~iah of the code. Then iany 
sequence of input digits, i(O), i(l), i(2), i(3) . ..) from GFQ) may bte 
representeA as 
I(D) = i(0) + i( 1)D -I i(2)D2 I- . . . . 
‘he convolutional enwder represented1 by the above generator poly- 
nomials forms the output vi-tuple 
* This paper was part of a Ph.D, disserta-ion subnritted to the School of Engineering and. 
Appkd $cience, University of Cdlifor .ia at Los Angeles, and supported by NASA Contract 
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This output ,rz-tuple coirresploming to the ityut I(D) is called 8 codeword. 
We will Ix concerned with codlewords corresponding to input sequeinces 
for which i(0) = 1 and for INhich no Zrti consecu?ive input dig-its are ,311 0.
We usually consider the coinvolutional codeword so formed to be reyre- 
sented ‘.. 2the sequence of digits 
A co,lvolutional code represented in the above manner is said to have 
rate i/n and constraint length m = max (degree ig&Dj] ). 
Massey and Sain I41 have shown the existence of codes having a 
property k.nown as catastrophic error pro.pa~atic:-,n. A code with this , 
property will have a codeword with only :a finite number of nonzero 
digit? wlxich was produced from an input sequence having an infinite 
number (off nonzero digits. Alternatively this means that a code subject 
to catastrophic error propagation will have codewords with arbitrarily 
long all x:x sequences. In &heir paper, Massey and Sain give the follow- 
ing necessary and sufficient conditions for- a code to be free of G;ata- 
strophic error propagation. 
1. Theorem (Massey and Sain). A rate l.in convoIutio.azaE code is free of 
catL/strophic error propggatiol;t if and on& if the greatest common 
divisor qf the n generator po/ynomials is qua1 to D L for some value of 
L._ 
RecemPly Odenwalder [S] has shown that only ca;,,;trophic codes 
can havc codewosxls with arbitrarily long roll zero s’ubsequences if the 
knpart srtmences themselves have no ~11 zero subsequences of length . 
greater than the constraint length of the code. This was given as: 
2. Theorem (Odenwalcler). sfrr ~o~~oI!utlio~~l co&de of r;ate t/n and con- 
str&t kngk? m is not sur’jject to catastrophic error propagation then the 
maxiur~wm nitmber Of COl’tS~Cu~iive all zefio 3-tuples in (1)2y of its code- 
words k m-. I . 
This ‘1 heorem has also been developed in& peddently by Bahl and 
Jelinck I 1 I for rate i codes. In the folIowing sections we will give a 
refimment of this theorem, a. corresponding lower blound, and finally 
we will give a constructive technique which produces codes which 
achieve the lower bound. 
First we will consider the form of the semi-infinilte generator matrix 
repretientation corresponding to the generator polynomials of a con- 
volutional code. We may represeelt the encoding process in a matrix 
form similar to the,;; nerator matrix for a block. code as followt;: 
.P = (~~(0)~ p2(0), -.., p,(O), pl( I>, . ..I~ = MO), i( 11, -4 G 9 
where G is the sen+infinite matrix: 
(4) 
r (g1,&,0_-%?,O) ($1,1g2,1. .*.gn$ -a. (g1,m g2,m .‘“( ~n,mJ 
@ ,oK2,0 *-. l!?n,or -‘- ~l,m-lg2,m--l~*~gn,rn-l) f&,nt g2.m .*.grz,m 1 8 . . 
. . CCFl,*:-lg2,m-I ~*.gn,m-l) l . . . 
@LO g2,o .-*g&o) Ql,l g2,1 4rz,l) 0.. 
kl,Q g2,o **.g,,o)*. , 
Now if we are considering an arbitrary segment of ytz consecutive 
n-tuples in a codeword we must consider the g,cneral form of raz conse- 
cutive jz-tuples of tzolumns of the matrix G’. St:ch a section of G will 
appear as G’, a 2171 X II~M matrix: 
(5) G'= 
gl,m K2 ,m -&l,m 
I 
g~,m-1g2,m-l~~~g~~,m-lgl,m g!,m -.*gn.m I 
g1,m_1g2,m-1 .*ga,m---l’~~ / 
/ . . . . . . * R1.m . R2,m *.* Kn,m j . . . / 
n,o 82.0 *** g&O g1,1 RL, I 
.--i&j 1 g~,~~~--lK2,m-l~~~gn,m-i i 
. I . *. i 
g1,o R2,o -.*gn,o 1 
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Considering the segment G’ of the matrix G as representing the input- 
output relation of the encoder for an arbitrary sequence of m consecu- 
tive n-tuples we have the following co;*ollary of Theorem 2: 
6. Corollary. For a non-catastrophic convolutio~:al code, the 2~ YOWS in 
a sectiom o,f the generator matrix such as G’ we Binearly independent. 
This corollary i:: easily se!en to be equivalent o I’heorem 2 since the 
202 rows and y2m columns as indicated correspond to m consecutive e l 
n-tuphs, and linear independence of the rows is obviously equivalent o 
not being iable to produce an all zero output over those IPI n-tuples. 
There is a natraral rearrangement of the columns of G’ which exploits 
the fact that eacil column is merely the coefficient vector for one of the 
n generator polynomials. This rearrangement is as follows: 
i 
gl,m &t,m 
gl,m-1 gY,nt &,m- I gqnt 
I 
. 
Rl,m-2 gi,m-1 
tb . . gw.rn-1 
. . . . 
971 
; . 
il,i a,2 *a- gl,m .- &t,i 0’,1,2 *.* &,m 
i 
i I:[,() .YR,l **a cQ,i)rz-- 1 at,0 Kn,, 1 -a* ht,rrt -1 
1 . . 
! 
I 
RI,0 : gn,o : 
1 
t 
g1 ,o L n,O Y 
The condition of linear independence of the 2rn row:; of this matrix 
is equ~ivalent to the condition that the column rank of this matrix must 
be 2~2, which in turn is equivalent o the condition that all column . 
vectors of dimension h may be forrncd as linear cti,llbination$. of the 
above columns. in fact from the above MIZ columns we know that WC” 
ca;n find a basis of cardinality 2~2 whit I spats the space of column 
vet tars of dirtllension 2m. 
As written in the above partitioned I&n, however, it is apparent hat 
these conditions are equivalent o a general statement about polynomials. 
Since, vvl thin tl ;zn3 one partition, the columns are merely shifts of their 
prrsdecf:ssors, we may consider them as polynomials as folllows: 
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(8) 
6 
L 
s 
Q 
. . . / 2 8 . bo” 1 
0 41 . 
Thus it is a simple consequence that the linear independence condition 
is equivalent o the statement hat any polynomial p(D) of degree 
< 2~2-1 has a representation of the form 
(9) P(D) =a,tlD)gl(D)+a~(D)gf(D) + . . . + a,(D)g,(D) , 
where the ai tu-e polynomials of degree <_ 172 - 1. 
For the special case in which p2=P (rate $ codes) it is a well known 
result of algebra (for example, [,31 T,- that all such polynomials p(D) nay 
be written as 
W) p(D) = al(D)g,(D) + a2(D)g2(D) with degree {ai( < w-- 1 
if and only if the greatest common divisor of g&I) and g2(D) is unity. 
This is simply Massev and Sain’s ccindition for a code to be free of L 
catastrophic error propagation. In the appendix we prove that this is 
true for all ~2 2; that if and only if the (greatest common divisor CC the 
generator polynomials is unity then a!1 polynomials p(D) of degree 
< 2nt-1 mag’ be written in the form (9) as linear combination? of the - 
generator polynomials. In fact it will be shown that in general tighter 
bounds on the degrees of the polynomial coefficients ai than 
merely degree (q(D)) 5 uz - 1 may be imposed. These bounds will be 
sho\,vn to have further implications on the number of consecutive zeros 
for certain codes. 
The specific: theorem which we will prlckve is: 
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From t:his theorem we see that if the greatest common divisor of the 
generator polynomials &i(D)) is unity then the set of polynomials 
(12) S=(Dkgi(D)IO<_k<m, lr<,t<,n) 
spans Lhe slpace of polynomials of degree C 2n2-- 1. Consequently we 
may conclude that the 2m rows of G’ in (5) are linearBy independent 
and we have reproven Qdenwalder’s theorem. 
Thk theorem gives %an upper bound to the number of consecutive 
zero pt-tuples which may occur in a non-catastrophic code. We may, at 
this plaint derive a corresponding lower bound. The lower bound will 
tell usI that a non-catastrophic cod12 must have at least one codeword 
with some prescribed number of consecutive zero n-tuples. 
1%. Tkxern. A rate l/n convolutional code oj’constraint length m 
must have a codeword with a sequence of [(m- l)/(iy-- 1 )] consecutive 
zero n-tuples, where [x] denott:s the greatest integer less than OK c~qual 
to x. 
This is easily seen lhiom a consideration of the portion of the generator 
matrix ccrresponding to k con!;ec:utive n-tuples, similar to G’ in 5). It 
will have m+k rows and rzk columns. Consequently, for any k < 3n/(n- 1) 
there must be more rows than columns and, therefore, the rows are 
linearly dependent. The theorem then follows since [(m-l)/(n-l)] is 
the la!rgest sush integer less tharl m/(n--1). 
For n = 2, a rate i code? this is the strongest bound possible since it 
cl;;ims that there must be sequences of m-l consecutive zero n-tuples. 
Since ~rl -I is th.e most we can have, the bounds are tight for n ,I- 2. For 
lower rate zodes, that is 11 > 2, we will be able to improve both the 
upper and lower bounds. First TtiJe will develop the improved lower bound. 
le(SreMn. A rate 1 /n code qf constraint length PI such that at most 
I of the gel-lerator polynomials; (have linearly indepefident coeffkkn t 
WC toYS lxu~~t have a codeword with a sequence of [(m- E )/(I- 1 )] conse- 
ztive zero nor upies. 
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Consider again the portion of the generator matrix corresponding to 
k consecutive rz-tuples as in the proof of Theorem 13. It will have m + k 
rows and nk columns. At most Zk of these col.umns can be linearly in:le- 
pendent, however. Consequently for any k < m/&- I ) the m + k rows 
musr be linearly dependent and the theorem follows. 1 
We will now develop the corresponding upper bound for a rate 1 /PI 
code such that only 2 of its generator polynomials have linearly inde- 
pendent coefficient vectors- From Theorem 11 we saw that we could 
make the claim in (12) that the set 
(1% s=(Dkgi(D)IO<k<m,l<_i<_n} 
spans the space of po?ynomials of degree 2 2yp2-- 1. From this set S we 
will choose a basis which will lead to the following theorem: 
16. Theorem. Let {gl(D), . . . . g,(D)) be the generator polynominls few 
a rate l/n code. Assume th*at 12 n of the g,(D) form a maximal linear@ 
independent set, and that they are (gi(D), gz(D), . . . . gI(D)). Then tf the 
code is non-catastrophic the maximwn number of consecutive zero n- 
tuples in a codeword is at most m-l + i . 
To prove this theorem we will n\:ed a lemma which we will now state 
and prove: 
17. Lenlma. Let {g,(D),gZ(D), . . . . g,(D):} be the set of generator poly- 
nomials of a non-catastmphic rate 1111 code of constraLrt length {m. 
Assume that the set of polynomials: 
S = {Dkigi(D) 1 0 <: ki <_ kE;‘i , 1 5 i L n 1 
is a basis for the splzce of polynomial:: oJ’*degree 2 2n1- 1. A sszme 
flrrther that K, = m- h . Then if K =: 111ax.,~< i n (Ki) , the 1?‘2a,Ximt~m C111!71- 
ber of consecutive zero FT-I uples in nn,v code~~)ord is at umst K. 
First observe tb:t if for some K ._: C K I --- ‘I the set of poly nGmials 
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spans the space of polynomials of degree at most HZ+K then the maxi- 
mum number of consecutive zero n-tuples which may occur is at most 
K. For consider the segment G’ of the generator matrix G. IfSK spans 
the space of polynomials of degree at most m+K then the portion of the 
matrix G’ corresponding to K-H consecutive n-tuples (the fkst yd(K+l )
columns and m+K+l rows) will have full rank equal to m+K+ 1 since 
this is the dkmension of the :;:pace of plalynomials of degree at most 
m+K. Consequently, the m+.K+ 1 rows are linearly independent. 
Now, if the set 
is ;j basis for the space of polynomials of degree at most 2m-- 1 then the 
subset of S formed by deleting (o”+lgl(D), DK’2g#I), . . . . D”‘-‘gl(D)) 
from S must be a basis for the subspace of polynomials of degree at 
most m+K. Thus we have proven Lemma 17. 
To prove Theorem 16 we will show that it is possible to construct a 
basis B for the space of polynomials of degree at most 2m- 1 which has 
the following properties: 
(1) g,(D)crB,d= 1, 2, . ..)‘1’. 
(2) @g,(D) E B, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . ~2-1; where degree (g*(D)} = nz. 
(3) D”g,(D) E 13 implies that Dk-$+‘D) E B for k ;> 0 and all 
i = 1 , 2, . .., 1. 
Then since such a! basis B f;lor this space must have cardinality 2~12 it 
will, of -course, be true that MI---Z+i 2 maxa< i< l iL i I Dkigi(.D) E B), A!1 -- 
that iemains is to sholw that such a basis exists. We will do this by a con- 
struction. First we recall that the set S of (12) spans the space. Then 
since I is assumed maximal, 
(20) S’ = {Dkgi(D) 1 0 (= k < rn- 1, 1 5 i < 1) 
must als) span the space. Now to start the construction let B contain 
{Dkgi(D)IO<k<nz-lj 
and also 
{g,(D) 1 i = 2, 3, . . . . r! )_ . 
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If ~FL-- 1 9 we are finished. Otherwise aug,ment B with angr Dkg,@) such 
that @-‘g&D) E B for 2 5 t < 2, and H&(LJ) is not already in the space 
spanned. by B thus far. This process must terminate after a.t most 
~+-l+l such augmentation:;. We claim that the prccess will take exactly 
that many steps and that B will then be the requirvd basis. Since we 
know that S’ spans the space, we need only show that B spans S’. Let 
ki = max (k I &gi(D) E B )~nd let K z~ max2< i< I{ ki ). By the construe- 
tion process we know that since D’i+‘gi(l>)for 2 5 i ,5 1 was riot in- 
cluded in B it must bt: in the span of& If Dki”~,(D) for 2 L i 5 2 is i.n 
the span of B it must be a linear combination of elements of B. In par- 
ticular, it must be a lineae combination of elements Dkgi(D) for which 
k < K+l . This is, of course. only a restriction on the elements Dkg@b 
If>+2 g,(D) is in B then it fojlows thal Dki+2gi(.D) will be in the span 
of LS also for i 2 2. Similarly, if we form 13’ by augmentin;g B with 
{.Dkg,(D) 1 m < k 5 m+K- 1) , 
we see that B’ must span the set S’ and will therefore span the space of 
polynomials of degree at most h- 1. Since, however, W ’ spans the 
space of polynomials of degree less than 2rn but also cont:,rins elements 
of degrees 2m z h+l . . . . . 2m+K- I 4 it must also span the space of poly- 
nomials of degree at most 2m+K--1 (the appendix contains further 
discussion of this). Therefore the cardinality of R ’ is at least 2t;22+K and 
the cdrdinality of B m.cnst be at least 2~1. Consequently it must be true 
that 11 has cardinality equal 2m and is a basis for the space of poly- 
nomials of degree at most 2m- 1. Theorem 16 then follows. 
Now we will use Theorem 11 to develolp aconstructive method of 
achieving the bound of Theorem 13. That is, we will demonstrate con- 
structively the existence of codes which do not have sequences of (ion- 
sccutive zero n-tuples of length [(r72- 1 )/(Pz- 1,1 + 1 in any of their 
codewords. 
We know from Th(:orem I 1 that if we let 
(21) di = degree Lg.c.ld. {gl(D),gz(D’), .. . . gi(D))], i = 1, 2, . . . . ~1 ., 
rhen we may choose a basis B for the space of po1ynomIA.s of degree at 
most 2rrt- 1 which has the form 
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which’ is the cardinality of a 
Lemma 17 we have: 
basis, als required. Consequently, using 
22. Tkorem. For a rate l/f? :tcwIcatastrophic code’the mzimum num- 
3er of consecutive zero wtuy!es in any codeword is less tdzan 
max2< i< i* (di- 1 -- -- di ), @here di is ~ZS defined in (2 1). 
Now consider a rate l/n code which has on!y I of the rj generator poly- 
nomials in a maxlnial linearly independent set and assume that they are 
&r(D), &(Ok l **5 g#I) ). It is clear that if d, =O, which is necessary for 
the code to be non-catastroplhic, then dl=O and only those generator 
polynomials in the maximal inearly independent set need appear in the 
basis B. Consequentlv if we are to fiind codes which have the minimum 
maximum length sequences of consecutive zero n-tuples we must con- 
sider thos’e codes all of whose generator polynomials are linearly inde- 
pendent. Also it is apparent hat we must consider those codes for which 
maxa<i<n id,_, - di} is a minimum, which means that all the differences 
{cli _ 1 z di) WOUM be approximately equal. 
We may easily construct lthese codes. To illustrate Ihe procedure con- 
sider a rate 5 code with PYJI even. Choose three polynomials., 
{p@), p#), p@)), each of degree irn, which are pairwise relatively 
r:rime. From these construct he code generator polynomials as follows: 
Then we have 
d, = degree [g&D)] = m 9 
~I, = degree [p,(D)] = $n , 
d z; = degree [ t ] =fJ* 
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Thiusd,-d2 =d2-d3 =fm . 
- We see, therefore, that the maximum number of consecutive zerlo !I- 
t@es is less than fm for this code. We know by Theorem 13 tha;t a rate 
$ code must have a i:odeword with a sequence of [ ;@-I )] consecrative 
Zen 12-tuPlese Therefore, we have demonstrated a technique for achiev- 
ing this lower bound. 
In the general case of rate I/n codes the procedure is very similar. 
Again the method is to choose YI polynomials, {p $I), P*(D), . . . . P,,(D)), 
each of degree n~/(n-- 1) which are pairivise relatively prime. Having 
chosen these polynomials the generator polynomials are formed by 
taking the ~2 possible products of the (p@)))taken n- 1 at a time, It is 
assumed here that (n-J ) 1 m. Each of the generator polynomials will, 
therefore, have degree .rt? and in all causes idi- - di} = ~z/(n-- 11). 
For the case in which m&~--l) is not an integer it will not be possible 
to have (di_ 1 - di} cons1 ant. We wili howe:ver wish to have it be nearly 
constant. That is we will want it to be [rn/(n- I)] , the greatest integer 
less thian m/(n-1), for some vialues of i and to be one greater for the 
others. The constructior, process will be to choose some of the pi(D) to 
have degree [nz/(n--1)-t I] and the others to have degree [~2-z/+-l)]. 
Again the y,(D) are chosen to be pairwise relatively prime. Since 
~z/(n- 1) is not an integer, there exists some integer h-, 0 < 1~ d< n- 1, 
such that (m+k)&--1) is an integer. We should choose n-1 -4 of the 
pi(D) to hav e d egree [,&(n-I)+ 11 and the other H-1 to havt; degree 
[YP&G!--- 1)] . As a consmluence of this, k+ 1 of the generator polynomials 
thus formed will have degree ITI and the other n-k-- 1 will have degree 
m- 1. The differences I&_ 1 - di) for the generator polynomials will be 
as required, either [m/(rz- 1 ,I or [~~/@-lI + 11 for i 2 2. 
Applying Theorem 22 we see that these codes do achieve tlhe lower 
bound of Theore:n 13. Consequently, whe:never it is possible t:s fincl the 
required set of pairwise relatively prime polynomials, 
pl(l)), pz(~), . ..? p,,(~)), we may construct a code which achieves ‘the 
lower bound of Theorem 13. 
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m+k 
( 
-- i, 
n-l 
i= 1, 2, . . . . k+l, 
degree pi(D) = { 
I m+k -- 
sz-1 ’ 
i = k+2, . . . . n 
and wlzich are relatively prime, then there is a rqde which hlas no move 
than [(II - 1 )/(n - 1 )] csnsecu tive zero n-tuples in any codeword. 
Therefore, we have a class of convolutional codes which share the 
property of having the fewest possible number t>f consecutive zero n- 
tuples in their codewords. The above construct&n is not always 
possible (for low rates and short constraint lengtils) but in the case of 
long constraint lengths and moderately high rates there will be no 
trouble in finding the appropriate polynomials (pi(D)). Jn that case it 
will usually be possible to choose them to be irretiuciqle since the num- 
ber of irreducible ~olynonnials grows rapidly wieh degree [21, [ 6] g 
We may, without loss of generality, choose the generator polynomials -
&i(D)) to all h ave degree lyy~. In practice this would correspond only to 
a shift of some of the output digits with respect o the others and would 
not affect the free distance properties or the error correcting capability 
of the co&:. Since the bound of Theorem 22 and the constructive tech- 
nique of Theorem 23 depend only on the set (di), the degrees of the 
greatest common divisors, it may be seen that the above results are in- 
depenclent of such translation 3. In general, howeve:c, for codes for whi& 
the bound of Theorem 22 does not agrzz with the :ou er bound of 
Theorem 13 such translasions may affect the length of the maximal all 
zero subsequance. A simple example will show that rhis is the case. Con- 
sider tlhe systematic rate i encoder of constraint lengtn 2 with the follow- 
ing generator polynomiak: 
g2(0) == D + 1 Q 
1 
g,(D) =’ I . 
For this encoder Theorem 22 states that the maGrr:al zero subsequence 
can have length at most ?-, whi3e Theorems 13 a!ld i 4, only assert the 
existence of a zero subsequence of length 0 (or !10 all zero Stuple). It 
may be deWmined by i.nspet:tion that there is, in fact, no all zero 3 
tuple for this code. However, if we change Q(D) to 
w ! find that now only two of the three coefficient vectors are line& 
imlependent. Theorem 14 ncjw states that there must be one all zero 3- 
tuple for this code and again by inspection we may find that this is the: 
ca :e. Consequently we see that such translations may have an effect on 
so ne properties of the codes even though in principle th(:y wi .l not 
a” ect the error correcting capability of the code. 
Aplpendix 
In the text we made use of the ability to represent polynorMc as 
linear combinations of the ger~&at~;~r Ipolynomials in thf: form 
Several of the theorems depended upon bcling able to represent (I(D) 
with coefficient polynomials a,(D) of suita>Ne degree. In this ;qqenJix 
we will consider such representations and then will prove a slightly 
stronger form of Theorem 11 than we neerjed in the lext. 
The following theorem [31 is well known but is in:luded hl:re for 
completeness. 
where degree {a 1 } < rn2 and degree (a?) ( ml. 
Proof. Since g.c.rl. {gr , g2 } = 1, p has a representatic n 
Let q = q1g2 + al, degree {aI) < rn2 and a2 = q2gl + a2, degree 
(a2 ) < n: ], . Then 
But since degree {p) < m1+na:2, ([q1+q2) must be zero. 
From this we have easily: 
A.2 Ccu’u~_la~~y. Let g1 and g2 be polynomials~~>f degrees ml and m2 
respectively, with greatest common divisor G of degree d. Then any 
polynomial p, a multiple of 6, 0-f degree less than m I + m2 -d has t&e 
representation 
kvith degree (aI } C m2 -d and degree {a2 ) < ml -d. 
Proof. Let 
with degree {aI ) < m2 -d alnd ciegrce {a2 ] < ml - d. So 
p=algl +a2g2 . 
For polynomials pj of degt-ee at least m 1 + m2 -d, whick are multiples 
of 6, the representations are particularly sknple. 
A.3. Corollary. I’@, a polvnomial multiple of 6, has degree x, grprzter Y 
thansrqual to m1+m2- d, thm it has the represent,ztion 
Appendix 
P = a, 81 + a2g2 7 
wx’th degree {aI) =x--ml and degree (a2} < IT+-d. 
Proof. Again let 
PI = P/6 ? 
Si = 8*1/S j 
g; ‘,= &/6 . 
Then 
P’Vgi +r9 
with degree {q) = x - m 1, so 
p’ = a& + a*& 7 
with degree {aI 1. = x --ml, degree {a2 ) <: nt 1 - d and I 
P = qg1 + a2g2 l 
We may see from this that on!y the polynomials of’ degxe x less than 
ml+m2 -d require multiples of the generator polyncmials of degrc e 
greater than x in their representations. As in the procf of Theorem 16 
a polynomial of higher degree will never require a component of degree 
greater than itself in its representation. This will simi.arly be true for 
representations Iof polynomials a.s combinations of more than two 
generator f?olyn omials. 
We will now prove the following form of T:h.eoren 1 1: 
A.4. Theorem. Let {gl, g2: _.<, g,, ] be a set of rl polviInn?kd~ sz.~h thut 
degree (gi) = pyli for i =z 1, 2, . . . . 12. Let 1~~1 == IIILIX {VI.:\ = ~1. Let 6, be tk 
greatest COHMBOFI divisgr of {gl, g2, . . . . gi) _/kr i = 1, 2, .-, t-t arId let 
di = diegree {S,). 
men if p ,[s a,fjy po.?~womial of degree less than 2, II wtkh is a multiple c 
elf S,, it has a repress !atkorr of the foml 
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p = algl + it2g1, + ..‘ + an,gn , 
SZ~C~ rhiat degree -[aI ) < m and dlegree [ai) C di_ I - di for i = 2, . . ., n. 
In particular, we are interested in the special case in which 6, = 1. 
Proof. The proof wiill be by induction on n. For n = 2 we will use 
Corollary A.3 with UI = n;+ => 197~ and x = 2m. We then have that gr and 
g2 are + wo generator polynomialls of degree 772 1 and m2 respectively with 
m = m d 2, m2, and whose greatest clornntlon divisor 6 has degree d. Then 
any polynomial p, a multiple of 6, of degree less than 2n has the repre- 
sentation 
P = a& + a&! 
with degree {al ) < m and degree {a2} <: m-d. 
Now we will assume the theorem is t.iue for all n less than N and show 
that it is necessarily true for yt elquall to N (N23). Since p is some multi- 
ple of 6, there exists some representation 
where the (cwi) are ~olynomiais of arbitrary degree. Wt: may rewrite this 
as 
and we may further rewrite 
Now not iite that 
g.c.ai. {g,v, $  __.1} =6, 
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with degree (a} < +--dN and degree {P) a< d,, l-dN. If we combine - 
these terms we have 
but 6,_, I (q,,,_, +q6N-, +a6 N_l) and c&w {P,_l+q6N_l +a8N-l 1 
< 2m. So by the induction hypothesis we have 
such that degree (a!, } < yi:r, and degree {ai} <: d,_l -- di, i = 2, . . . . N- 1; 
and since degree {p} < dN_I l dN , the proof i!; complete. 
Theorem 1 1 in the text is merely Theorem A .4, restricted to (gi(D) 1 
such &t S,= 1. 
We may make a slightly stronger stztement han Theorem A.4. Con- 
sider the polyno:rnials aigi with degree (gi ) = /ni and degree 
(ai) < ur___i- C!i. Then if we let x = max2< i<’ Ii {Illi+ di_ I- di } WC see . 
that only a polynomial of degree less than x-- 1 can require tlerms of 
degree greater tha,n itself in its representatio:. Therefore we have the 
following corollary to Theorem A .4: 
A.5 Corollary. Let {g, ,gS;!, . .. . g, ) be a set o$n polynomials such that 
degree {gi) = frli ,f~r i = 1, 2, . . . . 12. Lc~ ~1 = llax{rtli} = m. Let di bc 
the degree of Sit ;he g- YLC‘ -’ Qst comrnotz divisor of (gl , g2, . . . . xi} ji,r 
i = 1 , 2, . . . , II. 
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